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EDITORIAL

Man is, in his imperfect way, at odds with the world around him. 37 years ago, when we started editing and publishing ‘Pakistan Oral & Dental Journal, only three medical Journals namely ‘Pakistan Armed Forces Medical Journal’, Journal of Pakistan Medical Association and Journal of Pakistan Medical Research Council were being published.

In 1981 when the publication of Pakistan Oral & Dental Journal was started, there was no infrastructure, finances were very limited and there were no authors. Too many hurdles had to be crossed. In the word of poet Muneer Niazi;

اکھر اور ہری کا سادہت تیار نہیں میں کو
میں اکھر ہری کے پر آر آر ٹو میں نے دیکھا

(I crossed a river with difficulty and I had hardly travelled a short distance when I found another river flowing in front of me)

The truth is that people had to pass through opposite substance. When we wanted to see space, we fought gravity and travelled to the moon. When we wanted fish, we built boats.

First issue of the Journal consisted of only 32 pages and was printed on small sized thin paper. Circulation was limited. Now Journal has large circulation and there are at least 40 articles (original research articles, review papers and very interesting and rare case reports). There are papers from foreign countries. This Journal is now also published online (Electronic publishing: www.podj.com.pk). It was a bi-annual publication now it is quarterly.

We are living in rapidly changing world. We have to keep pace with the moving time and for that we have to pass through opposite. Poet philosopher Allama Iqbal has very nicely described this phenomenon;

سہاروں سے سکھیں چھان اور چھین
اگیں مشک کے اسٹریل اور چھین

(There is vast universe beyond the visible stars, to get there, we have to put in lot of efforts and have to cross many hurdles).

AHMAD IQBAL

PROFESSOR EMERITUS KHYBER MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
Dr Ahmad Iqbal
Editor
Pakistan Oral & Dental Journal
19, Street 63, F–7/3
Islamabad – Pakistan
Tel: 92-051-2611138 / 2611187
E-mail: driqbal7@gmail.com
Website: www.podj.com.pk
INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

Pakistan Oral & Dental Journal is a peer-review journal published quarterly a year (w.e.f. 2014 quarterly). It is bringing out 2 editions. One, usual print edition which is in your hand, and the online edition: www.podj.com.pk. The journal accepts original research reports, reviews, case reports, short scientific communications, letters to the editor and commentaries.

Manuscript submission: Manuscripts, should be prepared following uniform requirements for manuscripts submitted to biomedical journals as approved by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (www.icmje.org) (two hard copies and a CD copy) must be double-spaced and in English. Both British and American spellings are acceptable. The manuscript must be accompanied by a cover letter stating that the submitted work has not been published before and is not being considered for publication elsewhere and that it has been approved by all authors. The cover letter should also state that the particulars of authors namely qualifications, designations, addresses are accurate. This must also include the full postal address, telephone, fax, and e-mail of the first author. Acknowledgement of receipt is made by e-mail. Authors from foreign countries may submit their manuscripts electronically to the editor’s email. In this case, the manuscript must be sent as a Microsoft Word attachment, with tables and references included as part of the Word text. Graphics have to be attached as jpg files.

Publication Charges: An article submitted for publication in this journal undergoes technical review, peer review, editorial review and then if accepted is sent for pre-publication proof checking and for printing and electronic publishing. Minimum publication charges for a manuscript are Rs 8500 upto 4 printed pages in the journal (in case of overseas US $165). Rs 1000/- extra will be payable for each additional page (in case of overseas US $20). Charges for photographs, films, and illustrations are additional. Article should accompany the pay order for the said amount drawn in favor of “Pakistan oral and Dental Journal”. If the article is not approved, Rs 2500 will be deducted as service charges and balance amount will be refunded. For clarification call on 051-2611187.

Plagiarism: Manuscripts are screened for plagiarism using special software and those found guilty or involved in publication misconduct are liable to be black listed.

Disclosure: Regarding source of funding and conflict of interest if any besides approval of the study from respective ethics committee/institution should be taken care of.
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Manuscript preparation: Research articles are normally divided into following sections: Title page. Abstract, Introduction, Methodology, Results, Discussion, Acknowledgement (if any) and References. The editor reserves the right to edit all accepted manuscripts for clarity, conciseness and scientific style.

Methodology: Describe precisely how the study was carried out. Provide information about the sample of subjects, patients, materials or whatever was being studied, design of study and how it was executed. Include the method(s) of analysis of data that were used, and where relevant, mention the reliability of the methods of measurement.

Results: Describe data relevant to the objective(s)/hypothesis of the study in the form of text, tables and/or figures. The text summarizes the most important data presented in the tables/figures. Do not repeat all the contents of the tables/figures. Also describe the results of analysis of information (statistical tests).

Discussion: Illustrate the main findings of the study and how the findings compare with present and past knowledge. Describe possible reasons for any disagreement, and the author(s) interpretation of the results of the study. It may also include discussion of the materials and methods employed. Avoid repetition of the results. Mention implications of your findings, and any limitations of the study. Include any recommendations for future research based on your findings.
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Tables: Should be numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals (e.g., Table 1, Table 2, etc.), with each table typed on a separate page and with due attention to the proportions of the printed page. Do not document same data in tables and graphics.
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